Spend Summer in the Berkshires At Berkshire Vista

2020 PRICES

Day Visits

**Mon-Thursday Day Fees**
Single $25
Couple $40 or Family w/2 children $40. Each Additional Child under 18, add $5, Child 18+ pays Single Rate.

**Fri-Sat-Sun-Holiday Mondays Day Fees**
Single $35
Couple $50 or Family w/2 Children $50. Each Additional Child under 18, add $5, Child 18+ pays Single Rate.

**Lodging Overnite or Weekends in Our Cottages**
One nite $110 plus 1 Day Fee, Two or more nites $99 per nite, plus 2 Day Fees, plus MA Lodging Tax (9.7% on lodging only)/per couple.

**Tent Site No Utilities** $20 per nite plus 1 Day Fee.
**Tent or RV Camping Site** with 20-30 amp Electric Svc and Water Hook-Ups, most w/Sewer, with space for Easy-Ups, Screen Rooms, Picnic Table, $25 per nite plus 1 Day Fee.

50 amp Elec Svc, Water & Sewer Hook-Up Available $30 per nite plus 1 Day Fee.

**GETAWAY SPECIAL**, PAY FOR 2 DAYS & 2 NIGHTS LODGING OR CAMPING, 3rd DAY FEE FREE!

**99% CLOTHING OPTIONAL**, Nude or Casual Attire Anywhere on the Grounds Except NUDE ONLY in the Water, i.e. Showers, Pool & Hot Tubs.

**BERKSHIRE VISTA IS AFFILIATED WITH THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR NUDE RECREATION.**

We offer AANR MEMBERSHIP & the 20% AANR DISCOUNT on Day Fees to Visitors with a current AANR or TNS Membership Card.

**PLEASE NOTE:** FOR MILITARY DISCOUNTS, HOURS, PRICES & INFO ON ALL OFFERS INCLUDING EXTENDED STAYS, FRIENDS CARDS, SEASONAL MEMBERSHIP/SITES, & RESERVATIONS, CALL 413-738-5154 OR GO TO WWW.BERKSHIREVISTA.COM, SEE FEES. WE DO NOT REFUND FOR EARLY DEPARTURE.
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2020 AMENITIES

- Pool, Hot Tubs, Sauna
- Pool Bar Beverages, Lunch, Snacks Open Weekends Memorial Day To Labor Day
- Clubhouse Restaurant, Bar, Open Fri - Sun, DJ Dances Saturdays
- Live Band, Special Events
- Lodging In Park Model Trailers
- Tent & RV Camping, Water, Electric, & Sewer Hook-Ups
- Day Visitors Welcome
- Hiking Trails, Volleyball, Corn Hole, Tennis, Petanque
- Free WI-FI, Getaway Specials
- Happy Hours
- Military Discounts

**BERKSHIRE VISTA RESORT**

312 KITTLE ROAD
POB 1177
HANCOCK, MA 01237

413*738-5154

WWW.BERKSHIREVISTA.COM

---

Berkshire Vista Resort

Go Camping Naturally!

Berkshire Vista offers a clothing optional getaway with abundant amenities for your relaxation and enjoyment. Skinny-dip in our solar-heated pool, soak in our hot tubs, take a sauna, play water volleyball or corn hole, petanque or tennis, walk our trails, enjoy our babbling brook or just relax on our sunning lawn. Enjoy a meal or icy drink at our Pool Bar or Clubhouse. On special occasions, listen to a live band on our sunning lawn, dance the night away any Saturday night in our Clubhouse. Sleep under the stars in your Tent or RV, or stay in our Park Model Cottages. Stay for a Day, a Weekend, or Spend Summer in the Berkshires, with us.
The serenity and peace of this beautiful high meadow overlooking the Berkshire Hills makes Berkshire Vista everything you want in a Clothing Optional Campground Resort. Located at the end of Kittle Road off Route 43 in Hancock, Berkshire County, MA.

Call for Reservations. 413-738.5154  www.BerkshireVista.com

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK

2020 CALENDAR OF SPECIAL EVENTS AND POOL PARTIES

SAT, JAN 4... WINTER OPEN HOUSE FOR MEMBERS
FRI, MAY 1... OPENING DAY
SAT, MAY 2... KENTUCKY DERBY RUN FOR THE ROSES HAPPY HOUR & VIEWING, FIRST DJ DANCE, 8 PM
SAT, MAY 9... MOTHERS DAY WKND, HONOR WOMEN IN NUDE RECREATION, GIFT DRAWING AT DJ DANCE
SAT, MAY 16... PREAKNESS HAPPY HOUR & VIEWING, CELEBRATE NUDE NEW YEAR WITH A BLACK & WHITE BALL & COMPLIMENTARY LATE NIGHT BUFFET
MEMORIAL DAY WKND, MAY 22-25... POOL BAR OPENS FOR SUMMER WKNDS, DJ DANCES SAT & SUN NITES RED, WHITE & BLUE THEME... CHILI COOK-OFF SUN AFTERNOON TO BENEFIT SOLDIER ON
SAT, MAY 30... DJ DANCE
SAT, JUN 6... BELMONT STAKES WHITE CARNATIONS HAPPY HOUR & VIEWING, DJ DANCE
SAT, JUN 13... BIKER THEME DJ DANCE
SAT, JUN 20... FATHERS DAY WKND, HONOR MEN IN NUDE REC, GIFT DRAWING AT DANCE

SAT, JUN 27... LEATHER 'N' LACE THEME DANCE
4TH OF JULY WEEK, JUL 3 – JUL 12... DJ DANCES SAT & SUN NIGHT, JUL 4 & 5, RED, WHITE BLUE THEME, 8 PM... SAT, JUL 4... FLAG RAISING CEREMONY MORNING, "OPEN BAR BAND" ON SUNNING LAWN AFTERNOON... SAT JUL 11... DJ DANCE 8 PM... JUL 6-9, LIFE'S A PICNIC POOL PARTIES ALL WEEK LONG, WEATHER PERMITTING SAT, JUL 11... NATL NUDE REC WEEK, ANYTHING BUT CLOTHES COSTUME DJ DANCE NITE SAT, JUL 18... COME AS YOU ARE DJ DANCE 8 PM SAT, JUL 25... CHRISTMAS IN JULY DJ DANCE
SAT, AUG 1... DJ DANCE
SAT, AUG 8... DJ DANCE
SAT, AUG 15... HALLOWEEN COSTUME BALL
SAT AUG 22... 22ND ANNUAL PETANQUE TOURNAMENT, DJ DANCE
SAT, AUG 29... 12TH ANNUAL CORN HOLE TOURNAMENT, DJ DANCE
LABOR DAY WKND... SEP 4-7... SAT & SUN NITES DJ DANCES... SUN AFTERNOON SPAGHETTO IN THE Ghetto
SAT, SEP 12... DJ DANCE
SAT, SEP 19... LIFE'S TOO SHORT, EAT DESSERT FIRST PIE SOCIAL AFTERNOON, DJ DANCE NITE SAT, SEP 26... END O' SEASON POTLUCK DINNER, DJ DANCE
SAT, OCT 3... DJ DANCE
SAT, OCT 10... LAST CHANCE TO HOWL DJ DANCE MON, OCT 12... CAMP CLOSES... END OF SEASON

PLEASE NOTE POOL BAR OPENINGS AND OUTDOOR EVENTS ARE WEATHER PERMITTING.